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Company: K3 Business Technologies

Location: United Kingdom

Category: computer-and-mathematical

K3 is a leading global supplier of integrated business systems to retailers,

manufacturers and distributors. We have over 25 years’ experience of delivering award

winning solutions for more than 3,000 customers across 20 countries. Our success is

built upon world class software, tailored by our industry expertise and delivered by

our world class service. To learn more about our company, please visit .

Job Summary

The K3 MStore product team builds and maintains the UKS premier all in one solutions for

visitor attractions, combining in-house software like POS and Backoffice, with integrated

eCommerce and 3rd party integrations and innovative partnerships.

The Software Developer role will be responsible for the maintenance of our in-house

software, comprising primarily of VB6, VB.NET and SQL technologies. The role reports to the

MStore Product Owner.

Requirements

Lead developer and code owner of the MStore in-house software solution and

associated modules

Build and maintenance of new and existing features as defined by the product owner,

typically coming downstream from our support and delivery teams

Development of high quality, maintainable and reusable code

Working as part of a dynamic development team in an agile environment
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Testing your own code in a holistic way, ensuring when it gets deployed it will work “first

time”

Working with GitHub, TFS, Visual Source Safe and Jira for tracking and monitoring

development workload

Reviewing others’ code and having your own code reviewed and learning from each other

during the process.

Essential Skills

·       Visual Basic 6

·       VB.NET

·       SQL Server Management

·       SQL Query Language

·       SQL Optimisation

·       Windows Services – Building and maintaining

·       API experience – Creating, maintaining, and connecting to.

·       Crystal Report writing

·       Visual Source Safe

·       GitHub

·       Jira

Desired Skills

·       C#

·       C++

·       EFT integrations

·       Android SDK Experience

Benefits

With colleagues and customers all over the world, we’ve created a highly dynamic and

international work atmosphere. The business that we are in is constantly evolving and

because of this, there is always an opportunity to further your professional and personal

growth.

As a K3 employee, you can count on:



An attractive salary

An ambitious and international working atmosphere

Appealing secondary benefits

At K3, we pride ourselves on offering equal opportunities regardless of race, nationality,

cultural background, gender, age, marital status, maternity/pregnancy status, sexual

orientation, gender identity, disability, religious or political belief.

We care that our business creates a diverse and inclusive culture where everyone is respected

and can be themselves. We create a better and more sustainable business for our

employees, our partners, the communities we work in and our customers through

building non-discriminatory procedures and practices. At K3, every individual has an equal

chance to apply and be selected for posts pre-employment and an equal chance to be trained

and promoted while employed with the organisation.
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